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DISTRICT:-HOJAI,

IN THE COURT OF S. D. J. M., HOJAI :: AT SANKARDEV NAGAR, NAGAON.

PRESENT- MR. AJOY KR. BASUMATARY; AJS.

                     S.D.J.M.,(M) HOJAI.

     GR. Case   No.1327/2014, U/S-323/294/506/34 of IPC  

                     State of Assam.                  ---------------Complainant.

   -V-

1) Md. Abdul Sattar,

2) Md. Abdul Malik @ Bolai ------------Accused person.

LD. COUNSEL FOR THE PROSECUTION:-        Utpal Das, Ld. Addl. P.P., HJI. B.A.

LD. COUNSEL FOR THE ACCUSED PERSONS:-G. Debnath,  HJI. B. A.

Date of Evidences:- 01-04-2017.

Date of Argument:- 01-04-2017.

Date of Judgment:- 01-04-2017.

Date of Judgment delivered:- 01-04-2017.

                                    J–U–D–G–M–E–N–T

1) The  Prosecution  story,  in  brief,  is  like  that  on  30-06-2014,  at  about 

06:15pm,  the  informant/Md.  Abdul  Samed  lodged  an  ejahar  in  the  Police 

Station-Hojai  against  the  accused persons,  stating  inter-alia that  the  accused 

persons entered into his house, armed with lathi and damaged his house, using 

abusive language and also assaulted his niece with fist, punches and caused her 

injuries. At the time of the incident, he was not present in his house.  
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2) The First Information Report (FIR in short) was registered and the police 

started its usual investigation and thereafter submitted a Charge-sheet against 

the accused persons, U/S-323/294/506/34 of IPC. The then Ld. S.D.J.M. had 

taken cognizance in the case by accepting the Charge-sheet for trial.

3)      The necessary copies were also furnished to the accused persons U/S-207 

of  Cr.  P.  C..  Finding  a  prima-facie  case  on  the  charges  of  Section-

323/294/506/34 of IPC against the accused persons, I explained and read over 

the particulars  of  the alleged offence to  the accused persons,  to  which they 

pleaded not guilty and claimed to be tried.

4)                         POINT FOR DETERMINATION:-

 Whether or not, accused persons had committed the charges of Section-

323/294/506 of IPC, in furtherance of their common intention and thereby they 

are punishable U/S-323/294/506/34 of IPC or not?

5)                DISCUSSION, REASONS AND DECISION THEREON:-

  I  have  heard  the  submissions  of  Ld.  Counsel  of  both  the  sides  and 

carefully  gone  through  the  entire  evidence  available  on  the  record.  In  the 

present case, the prosecution examined as many as 02 witnesses, the informant 

and alleged victim, as PW1 and PW2 namely-

PW1 --------- Md. Abdul Samed @ Samir Mia and

PW2 --------- Md. Sohana Begum/ injured.

After  examining  the  prime  witnesses,  Ld.  Addl.  P.P.  submits  that  the 

further  evidences  would  not  improve  the  prosecution  case.  The  parties  had 

already  amicably  settled  the  matter  outside  the  court.  Considering  the 

testimonies of PW1 & PW2 and the submissions advanced by the Ld. Addl PP, 

the further PW's were closed. The examination of the accused persons was also 

dispensed with in this case. Defence also declined to adduce defence evidence.
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I heard both the sides and also perused the evidences of the PW1 and 

PW2, it is seen that the PW1/ informant and PW2/ victim had stated that about 

02-03 years back, an altercation and scuffle only took place between the parties 

due  to  misunderstanding  over  their  duck.  In  the  process  of  scuffling,  PW2 

received  minor  injuries.  However  she  has  no  grudge  against  the  accused 

persons.  It  is  seen  that  PW1  and  PW2  didn't  support  and  corroborate  the 

prosecution case. Besides, they stated that they had amicably settled the matter 

outside the court. They have no grudge against the accused persons. Accused 

persons also filed a Counter case against them. Since, they had already amicably 

settled the matter, the accused persons may be acquitted from this case.

Thus,  it  is  seen  that  the  further  evidences  would  not  improve  the 

prosecution case, Accused persons/ defence also denied the allegations.

 In a Criminal Case, it is the duty/ burden of the prosecution to prove its 

case  against  the  accused  beyond  all  reasonable  doubt.  Here  in  this  case, 

prosecution failed to prove its case against the accused persons. Thus, I have 

come to  a  conclusion  that  the  above point  has  been decided in  negative  in 

favour of the accused persons.  

6)                    O-R-D-E-R

The prosecution has failed to prove the case against the accused persons. 

In the result, the present accused persons are acquitted from this case. Their bail 

bond sureties shall be in force till next 6(six) months from today as per Section-

437(A) of Cr. P. C..

The I.O.  is  to  be directed to  hand over  the original  documents to  the 

persons concerned and also to depose of seized articles, if any in due course of 

time as per law.

           Inform the I.O. accordingly.

                 B/A is asked to take necessary steps.
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7) The Judgment is given under my hand, with sign and seal of the court and 

delivered in the open court in presence of both the sides today, on the 01st day of 

April-2017 at Sankardev Nagar, at Hojai.

8) This court is disposed of accordingly.   

                                                                                     (A. Kr. Basumatary, AJS)

  S.D.J.M.(M) HOJAI.

9)                                          APPENDIX-

PW1 --------- Md. Abdul Samed @ Samir Mia and

PW2 --------- Md. Sohana Begum/ injured.       

 Type dictated by-                                                               Corrected by me.

Pranab Jyoti Barman.                                                  (A. Kr. Basumatary, AJS)

Stenographer Grd.III.                                                        S.D.J.M.(M) HOJAI.
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